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How an FSP Model Can  
Minimize the Risks of Failure  
and Missed Milestones 
The biopharmaceutical industry is innovating and 
developing new treatments so rapidly that resourcing 
demands are outpacing the current available 
talent pool. Within this dynamic environment, life 
sciences leaders expect their external partners to 
help them find creative ways to achieve scientific 
progress even during times when the level of in-
house resources is less than ideal. They know that a 
carefully constructed team can contribute greatly to a 
successful outcome. 

In this fact sheet, we highlight Veristat’s customized 
FSP strategic approach and the advantages that an 
FSP model delivers.

Resourcing Solutions Driven by 
Sponsor Requirements 
When a clinical development milestone is missed due 
to lack of personnel, the consequences can be quite 
serious. At Veristat, we have aggregated significant and 
relevant experience crafting customized resourcing 
solutions throughout the clinical development lifecycle 
and can provide knowledgeable experts even in the 
most challenging clinical settings. 

Skill/Expertise Level:
>  By years of 

experience: Sr., Jr., 
entry-level

>  By area of expertise: 
biometrics, 
regulatory, PVG, etc.

>  By job titles
>  By technical/system 

knowledge 

Scope and Duration:
>  Length of time: days, 

months, years, etc.
>  Hours per week: 

full-time, fractional, 
hourly

>  Project, unit-based 
or milestone

Systems & Processes:
>  Veristat systems/ 

SOPs
>  Client systems/SOPs
>  Hybrid version 

of both

Management of 
Resources:
>  Veristat manages
>  Client manages
>  Hybrid version 
>  Governance
>  Oversight & 

management of people

Location of Resources:
>  Onsite
>  Virtual/remote
>  Various regions 

around world

Our bespoke engagement model is 
driven by your requirements and custom-tailored 

to your unique business needs 

https://www.veristat.com/
http://www.veristat.com


Establishing an Expert Team 
With our FSP solution, a pipeline of discipline-specific expertise is available and ready to seamlessly integrate into 
your dynamic clinical environment. Veristat resources support work across many disciplines including:

> Biostatistics, programming and data management

> Regulatory consulting

> Clinical operations including clinical monitoring

> Project management

> Site management

> Medical affairs/safety

> Medical/regulatory writing

> Pharmacovigilance

Our FSP model provides deployment flexibility to support sponsors in the manner that they determine best.

Impact
Veristat supported 10+ sponsors/clients with FSP placements in 2022 

# Projects Deployments 

5 Regulatory Projects

A large genetic company needed a Regulatory Strategist for a 12-month contract for  
ad hoc regulatory work

A biologics company needed a Regulatory Consultant to review and edit manuscripts 
for 3 biosimilars

2 Projects with  
Data Managers

A mid-sized clinical stage oncology company needed a Data Manager to support  
their team

2 Projects with Programmers A large biotech needed a Statistical Programmer for 10 months to complete a project

1 with Clinical  
Site Management

A small biotech firm needed a Site Management lead to supplement their clinical 
operations team for an ongoing ophthalmology trial

Clinical study leaders work with Veristat to address their limited capacity challenges across all functions of novel 
drug development. We supply hard-to-find and highly skilled scientific resources that seamlessly integrate 
into your in-house processes and environments and satisfy your needs for flexibility, control and speed.

Specialized, demand-driven resourcing from Veristat ensures your focus remains where it should 
be: meeting study milestones and accelerating time to market.

Contact Veristat Today
Learn more about our FSP expertise.

www.veristat.com/services/strategic-resourcing
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